
As a leading IBM Global Security Solutions Partner, Futurism aims to extend the Zero-Trust security model developed with IBM to 
help enterprises accelerate their journey towards a Zero-Trust maturity model. With Zero-Trust expertise, Futurism intends to 
simplify risk management by eliminating implicit trust. No matter the user, situation, user location, and access method, security 
takes center stage with our Zero-Trust Security Framework with the most tested, proven and extreme cybersecurity checks.

Futurism Technologies offers ‘Zero-Trust Security Services’ powered by best-of-breed IBM security tech including IBM QRadar, 
IBM Watson AI, IBM Maas360, IBM Verify Access and IBM Guardium. 

Developed with IBM, Futurism brings a powerful portfolio of managed security services that use a Zero-Trust framework. 
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As threat actors continue to use sophisticated multi-prong cyber tactics to get at your data combined with the 

rapidly expanding network of mobile, IoT and connected devices and lack of certified security skills and 

resources, it’s time you get help.   

‘Futurism Eagle Eye’ is an advanced threat protection 
service offering powered by IBM QRadar and IBM Watson 
(SIEM). Eagle Eye offers the right layers of security skills and 
resources to keep advanced threats and risks at bay. Our 
security experts help you to prevent, monitor, detect, 
analyze and respond to security incidents in real-time. Built 
on the fundamental pillars of people, process and 
technology, Futurism Eagle Eye leverages a Zero-Trust 
Security Framework to fortify your security and IT posture 
using IBM QRadar and intelligence feeds from IBM Watson 
and IBM X-Force to provide up-to-the-minute protection 
from novel threats including new strands of Ransomware 
and multi-prong attacks.  

Managed endpoint security and MDM service powered by 
IBM MaaS360 and Watson. Futurism EndPoint Secure 
leverages a Zero-Trust Security Framework using IBM 
MaaS360 with Watson AI bringing together a range of 
elements to help you manage apps, devices and content 
and offers unified endpoint management, AI-driven threat 
intelligence and insights, real-time reporting and context 
related security analytics.

Managed identity & access management services powered 
by IBM Verify Access. Futurism Secure-Access helps 
organizations adopt ‘identity’ as the heart of a Zero-Trust 
Security approach to offer a secure and seamless 
experience for every user. Powered by IBM Verify Access, 
‘Futurism Secure-Access’ offers a powerful, modular and 
intelligent IAM approach that leverages data-driven threat 
intel and analytics to decide who will access what through a 
strong risk-based authentication and AI. 

Managed database security services powered by IBM Guardium. 

Futurism Data-Protect Service powered by IBM Guardium is a 

part of our comprehensive portfolio of fully managed data 

security offering. Futurism Zero-Trust Security approach paves 

way for a proactive security framework helping enterprises 

rethink their approach to securing their data to meet the 

requirements of data privacy regulations and the expectations 

from their business partners and customers.

Ramp up your Zero-Trust journey by de�ning a multi-disciplinary and 

well-integrated Zero-Trust strategy. Our Zero-Trust Security architecture 

paves way for proactive security framework helping enterprises to rethink 

their approach to securing their data to meet the requirements of data 

privacy regulations.  

•   Futurism Eagle Eye:

•   Futurism EndPoint Secure:

•   Futurism Secure-Access:

•     Futurism Data-Protect Services:

Futurism Security Zero Trust Acceleration  

Services powered by IBM

Why Futurism Security Zero-Trust 
Acceleration Services?

Zero-Trust Security Framework for improved security 

strategy and maturity  

Full stack of security defense-in-depth levels available 

Service based on best-of-breed IBM security products/

technology 

Monthly service fee  - no product or capital costs and low 

TCO 

24/7/365 coverage and support 

Certified security experts and Global presence 

Quarterly business reviews 

Better interoperability (no vendor lock-in)  

IBM security partners with 18+ years of expertise 

Proprietary and licensing IBM security solutions 

24x7 Advanced threat protection & Rapid threat response 

Real-time threat intel & security analytics (IBM) 

On-demand security audit capabilities 

Don’t take the bait! Get help now.  
Get in touch with our security expert today   

Learn more about our Security Zero Trust Acceleration 
Services

Zero Trust with Zero Exceptions - Stay ahead of the Threats with our 
Zero Trust Architecture.
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